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Introduction
Thank you for downloading this FREE, curriculum-based, pedagogically-sound, classroom 
lesson from Tree House Press. You are given permission to print and use this lesson for use 
in your classroom at no charge and you may make as many copies as you have students.

We are sometimes asked why we make these lessons available for free. The answer is 
simple: we believe that you and your students will find these powerful lessons to be both 
useful and enjoyable. This lesson is a small part of a larger, complete classroom program. 
We are confident that you and your students will enjoy using this lesson and it will prove to 
be a useful teaching tool. 
 
If you do find this free integrated word study lesson to be a useful resource, we hope you will 
consider purchasing the complete program which is reasonably priced and available from 
TREEHOUSEPRESS.COM.

About This Lesson
This integrated word study lesson is a practical support to any literacy program. It is theme-
based, pattern-based, and strategy-based. The lesson begins with a motivating reading 
selection featuring a crew of dynamic characters living a marvellous adventure. Thematic 
and pattern-based reading and writing words are learned in the context of the selection 
and illustration. Practical word study strategies assist students in learning to read and write 
new words. A balanced variety of strategies are used to explore word meanings to build 
ever-expanding reading and writing vocabularies. Motivating word pattern strategies guide 
students in enhancing their vocabulary and spelling development. Students can engage 
in word study talks with partners to compare, share, and explain their ideas. The readable 
structured text and strategies ensure success for all students. Finally, the lesson engages 
students in journal writing using their newly mastered vocabulary in a meaningful context.
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gold
sunken
cove
treasure
trap

spring
hung
long
bring
bang

Study Plan  Did you misspell any 
words on the pretest? Draw a line under 
the difficult parts of those words.

Understanding Words
1. Read about Sean’s exciting map.

Sean had been reading everything he could find about pirates. He found out how 
the pirate ships would steal from other ships. They often found a cove near an 
island to hide out. If a pirate was caught, he could be hung. He liked stories about 
Blackbeard the Pirate and the Caribbean Sea. Often, pirates hid their gold. They 
set a trap for anyone who tried to find it. On the Internet, Sean found treasure 
maps. They showed sixty-seven sites of sunken or buried fortunes. He couldn’t 
wait to bring them to his friends. Who knows, maybe one day they would follow a 
map and find a real treasure!

Read the story again and circle all the list words that you find.

2. The list word “gold” has a long ō sound. Circle the little word “old” in “gold.”    
 Make some new words using these letters b, c, f, h, s, and t instead of the “g”   
 at the beginning of “gold.” Write the new words here and circle the little word “old”  
 in each word.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

A Real Treasure Map
ending sound -ng

Thematic and pattern-based 
reading and writing words are 
learned in the context of the 
reading selection and illustration.

Practical 
word study 
strategies 
assist 
students in 
learning to 
read and write 
new words.

A full-colour 
illustration 
displays the 
list words in 
a meaningful 
context and 
enhances 
the reading 
selection.

A motivating 
reading 
selection uses 
the list words 
in meaningful 
contexts 
and features 
a crew of 
dynamic 
characters 
living a 
marvellous 
adventure.
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3. Draw a line to match the list word with the correct meaning.

a)

b)

c)

cove

treasure

trap

●

●

●

●

●

●

a mechanism for catching something

something valuable

an inlet or small bay

4. Study these word shapes to figure out which word each shape represents. Write   
 the letters in the word shapes and then write the list word on the line.

a)

____________________

b)

____________________

c)

____________________

d)

____________________

e)

____________________

f)

____________________
g)

____________________

 Notice that four of the list words have the same word shape. Use all four words.

5. Choose three words from the list that you think are interesting to finger spell.   
 Practice finger spelling these three words until you don’t need the finger spelling   
 chart. Now choose a partner and see if you can figure out which words each of   
 you is spelling.

A balanced 
variety of 
strategies 
are used to 
explore word 
meanings to 
build ever-
expanding 
reading 
and writing 
vocabularies.

The lesson invites students 
to “Come-along” and identify 
with the characters and the 
adventures.
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6. The list words “treasure” and “trap” both begin with the same two letters. Circle   
 the consonant blend “tr” in both of these words. Think of three other words    
 that begin with “tr.” Write them here.

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Use a dictionary to check for the correct spelling.

Understanding Word Patterns
1. Read these words that end with the letters “-ng.”

spring hung long bring bang

 Circle the ending -ng in each word.

3. Which two words above are rhyming words? Write those two words below.

_______________________________ _______________________________

 Both rhyming words have the same little word hidden inside. The hidden word is.

 ____________

3. Change some letters to make rhyming words.

a) Change the “h” in “hung” to the letter “l” to get a word that means what you   
 
 breathe with - a ____________.

b) Change the “l” in “long” to the letter “s” to get a word that means what you 

 sing - a ____________.

c) Change the “b” in “bang” to the letter “f” to get a word that means an 

 animal’s tooth - a ____________.

Motivating 
word pattern 
strategies 
guide 
students in 
enhancing 
their 
vocabulary 
and spelling 
development.

Students frequently engage in 
word study talks with partners to 
compare, share, and explain their 
ideas.

Readable 
structured text 
and strategies 
ensure 
success for all 
students.

This lesson is loads of fun for 
boys as well as girls.
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4. Words like clang, click, and crash are used to explain sounds that objects can   
 make. Which list word ending with “-ng” makes you think of a sound? Write    
 the list word here.

 ____________

5. Choose a list word ending in “-ng” to complete each sentence.

a) The stockings were ____________ on the line to dry.

b) “Please ____________ me my glasses,” said Grandma.

c) “How ____________ is this story?” asked the teacher.

d) We heard a loud ____________ when the door closed.

6. Sort out these mixed up letters to find the list words.

a) n a b g   ________________________________

b) i p g r n s ________________________________

Journal Writing
Sean was excited about finding some treasure maps on the Internet. Draw a treasure 
map that Sean might have seen.

Finally, an exciting journal writing lesson that connects with the reading selection and 
illustration guides students in responding personally and extending the reading while using 
their newly mastered words in meaningful contexts.
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3. Draw a line to match the list word with the correct meaning.
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●

●
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Sean was excited about finding some treasure maps on the Internet. Draw a treasure 
map that Sean might have seen.
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Thank You for Using This Lesson with Your Class
Thank you for using this lesson with your class. Hopefully you found it very useful. With this 
lesson, your students should have read and responded to an illustrated story chronicling 
one adventure featuring a dynamic team of characters. Thematic and pattern-based reading 
and writing words will have been learned in the context of the selection and illustration. The 
students will have used a balanced variety of strategies to explore word meanings and word 
patterns. Finally, they will have used these new words to engage in journal writing.

Consider Ordering the Complete Personal StudentBOOK
If you found this lesson helpful, imagine using an extensive collection of integrated word 
study lessons across the school year. This free lesson is one of 24 found in our Tree House 
Press Personal StudentBOOK titled Canadian Word Study C (see below for the link). 
Imagine having a class set of this resource! Further, we invite you to review our Reading 
Program and our Writing Program. We encourage you to share this information with your 
principal and colleagues. These highly effective programs contain many of the benefits and 
features you experienced using this free classroom lesson.

Contact Us
Tree House Press Inc.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8 Canada

Web Site: TREEHOUSEPRESS.COM
Email: contact@treehousepress.com
Toll-free Phone Number: 1-800-776-8733
Fax Number: 905-574-0228

For more information or to order this complete program, visit:

TREEHOUSEPRESS.COM/products/canadian-word-study-c
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